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CUSTOMERS: THEY WANT IT ALL— 
ON-DEMAND 

If you ask customers what they value when interacting with businesses, do not expect a one-word  
answer. 

Per CCW Digital’s recent customer experience study, 70% of customers demand resolutions on the first 
contact. 69% view speed as a top priority. 66% value friendly, personable agents, while 65% utterly  
oppose waiting on hold. Substantial percentages of customers also prioritize agent knowledge (65%), 
effort level (64%) and 24/7/365 access (55%) when interacting with businesses. 

The simple reality is that customers do not have one or two preferences when interacting with  
businesses. They want it all. 

More specifically, they want a business that can honor their specific demands at specific times. If 
they’re looking for a quick, simple answer to a transactional question, they expect the business to  
comply. If they’re looking for a deeply personal, anecdote-rich consultation about an upcoming  
vacation, they expect an agent who can meaningfully engage. If they’re struggling to resolve a unique, 
challenging product issue, they expect an expert to provide an intuitive solution. 

Indeed, today’s customers are seeking an “on-demand” experience. And given their cognizance of how 
businesses value customer engagement (it is the era of customer centricity, after all), their awareness 
of options (62% will switch to a competitor after just two bad experiences) and platform for making 
noise (90% share their memorable experiences with friends, family or social media followers),  
customers have the power to get what they want. 

Attempting to ignore this “on-demand” trend is, accordingly, futile. Businesses have no choice but to 
comply. 

They do, however, have a choice regarding how they comply. They can attempt to patch together 
different theoretically customer-centric options for customers. 
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Alternatively, they can embrace an engagement framework that is not only efficient and effective but 
predicated on agility. 

They can embrace messaging – two-way, multi-platform communication between brands and  
customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inherently simple, yet capable of accommodating complex communication at scale, messaging  
empowers organizations to successfully engage with empowered customers. Notably, it allows them to 
do it in a way that is friendly to the bottom line. 

This report explores how messaging can improve customer satisfaction while generating a substantial 
return on investment for the business. 

It does not, however, merely focus on the appeal of messaging. It also emphasizes practicality,  
exploring crucial questions to ask, pivotal steps to take and common mistakes to avoid when building 
messaging strategies. 

It ultimately puts you in position to start leveraging (or better leverage) messaging within your customer 
experience journey. By doing so, it empowers you to deliver a frictionless, customer-centric,  
“on-demand” experience that generates truly impressive results. 

“Messaging is a new and fast-growing customer interaction channel that is more  
accessible and convenient for consumers than any other channel,” declares Mike 
Myer of Quiq. “It is far more preferred by consumers to phone and email channels.  

“The conversation is contextually relevant; it happens at our desired cadence and 
allows us to communicate what we want (text, emojis, pictures, video, etc.) - when 
we want.” 
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MESSAGING: A CUSTOMER-CENTRIC APPROACH TO  
ENGAGEMENT 
In the era of customer centricity, an inside-out approach to the customer experience journey is an  
absolute requirement for success. Organizations simply must prioritize customer demands. 

Messaging fits perfectly into this marketplace condition. While it presents a myriad of business-centric 
benefits, it is first and foremost a platform for customer centricity. It aligns with expectations and  
demands customers have for the modern-day engagement experience. 

More importantly, it is a source of empowerment for customers. It gives customers the desired control 
of the experience, while introducing them to all the promising upside – and none of the frustrating  
nuisance – of brand engagement. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comfortable, effective innovation:  
When it comes to business technology, it is important to stress functionality over wonder. The best 
technology is that which is most useful and valuable – not necessarily most “cool” and exciting. 

Make no mistake: messaging technology is very innovative and exciting. It introduces capabilities that 
can, quite frankly, revolutionize the way brands engage with customers. 

Its truest value, however, comes from its functionality. Rather than asking customers to learn how to 
communicate in a new way using a new platform, it allows them to interact with businesses the way 
they interact in their everyday lives. As they are already vividly familiar with messaging, they require no 
primers on how to text. They are also already using SMS, Facebook Messenger, Kik, WhatsApp and 
other similar platforms; compatible in these environments, messaging saves customers the burden of 
joining and experimenting with a new platform. 

In essence, messaging helps “unify” all of a customer’s brand interactions. Unlike chat, which requires 
customers to access separate, fragmented engagement tools for each brand, messaging centralizes all 
interactions into a single, familiar, ever-improving platform. 
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Unlike custom mobile applications or radical in-store technology devices, messaging does not ask  
customers to change their habits. It makes engagement work for them. 

 

 

 

 

 

To help differentiate itself, Office Depot recently began offering text support to its customers. 

 

 

 

 
 
The office supply retailer allows customers to text to inquire about products, the status of an order or 
inventory at a particular location. Customers receive comprehensive replies to their inquiries within a 
minute. 

Best of all, they are receiving the information in a comfortable channel on a device they habitually use. 
They do not need to learn a new system or wait for a live agent to answer the phone. They are  
benefiting from a truly simple, unquestionably comfortable, legitimately “on-demand” experience. 

 

Eliminating customer effort:  
By allowing for simple, text-centric communication in familiar channels, messaging meets the demand 
for fast, frictionless experiences. 

Its impact on effort, moreover, goes beyond communication format. 

Messaging, notably, allows for asynchronous engagement. Whereas voice or live chat conversations 
require customers to respond instantly and marry themselves to the platform, messaging allows them 
to respond at their own leisure. They can address other personal, social or professional needs without 
losing whatever progress they made in the conversation. 

Messaging, in short, reduces the burden of interacting with a business. 

Another benefit includes an opportunity for multimedia communication. By sharing images, links,  
documents and videos, agents can more easily and effectively illustrate product issues and solutions. 

An agent, as an example, may struggle to identify the “auxiliary drainage line” over the phone. By  
sending a picture over MMS, the agent eliminates the confusion, empowers the customer to fix the 
problem and boosts satisfaction. 

“Most brands now recognize that over 50% of their web traffic and ecommerce  
revenue is coming from mobile devices,” reveals Myer. “Messaging is the #1 used 
function on mobile devices — by a huge margin. Connecting these two data points 
to streamline shopping/buying and support experiences is a natural progression.”  

Whether a customer is in the office or on-the-go, they are at the center of our  
business,” says Casey Ahlbum of Office Depot. They can also get the information 
they need quickly – and easily.  “ 
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Citing feedback from customer satisfaction surveys, Maria Muniz of Course Hero reveals that her  
organization’s customers want quick responses, helpful support and the ability to engage on-demand – 
in the channel of their choice. 

Messaging meets these needs – in a convenient, low-impact, low-effort environment. 

 

Primed for Proactivity:  
On the one hand, proactive communication is an immensely effective way to communicate with  
customers. It allows brands to preempt potential support issues, communicate attractive sales offers 
and demonstrate appreciation for customers. 

On the other hand, proactive communication can be unappealing and problematic in certain  
circumstances. A customer may ignore a phone call if the timing is inconvenient, if the number is  
unfamiliar or if they simply dislike communicating over voice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
Messaging eliminates this problem. It brings convenient, low-impact communication into an  
environment virtually all customers use. The ability to include multimedia and web links enhances the 
call-to-action, while the power to accommodate direct replies facilitates valuable engagement – and 
meaningful connections. 

Instead of causing customers to focus on the burden of an unexpected, unwanted call, messaging  
allows customers to appreciate (and experience) the benefits of proactive engagement. 

Experts agree that messaging is becoming a necessary channel in proactively  
reaching out to customers to follow up on their initial request,” trumpets Darren  
Lyons. “A text message as a second, follow up outreach can provide the customer 
with a convenient option to address a concern. In my experience in the gourmet  
gifting space, a customer may miss an opportunity to connect with a loved one if we 
do not provide them with convenient options to update, change or edit their  
order. Often times, there are predetermined options available to the customer that a 
text message can offer more succinctly, as well as allow the customer to take  
immediate, specific action. This immediate action can save the customer time,  
reduce effort and ensure the customer’s thoughtful gift arrives in time for their 
friend’s celebration.”  

“ 
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MESSAGING: A BUSINESS-CENTRIC APPROACH TO ENGAGEMENT 
“What’s good for the customer is what’s good for the business.” 

Routinely said, the adage does not always manifest in reality. There are “customer-friendly” initiatives 
that create a net loss for the business. There are definitely business-minded initiatives that come at the 
expense of customer satisfaction. 

Messaging is a rare practice that truly does satisfy the needs of the customer and business. 

The previous section details the various mechanisms through which messaging makes engagement 
more natural, more frictionless and ultimately more valuable for customers. 

While meeting those pivotal customer demands, messaging also yields unparalleled benefits for the 
contact center. 

 

Reduces call volume:  
Live agent phone calls are expensive.  Making matters worse, many of those expensive phone calls are 
unnecessary. 

Many phone conversations concern simple, repetitive, transactional matters that do not truly require 
support from a voice agent. They also come from customers who did not truly want to engage over the 
phone. 

Messaging helps organizations deflect this cost – and better meet customer demands. 

Using messaging, organizations can offer quick support to customers (support that can even be  
automated in certain cases) within channels that are cheaper for the business and more convenient for 
customers. 

“Unnecessary calls” will be reduced (Quiq’s enterprise clients are, on average, enjoying a 15%  
reduction in call count), and contact center costs will decrease. 

Contact center agents will meanwhile be able to focus more intently on the complex, nuanced calls for 
which voice support is more relevant – and carries more potential upside. 

In short, messaging helps optimize contact center workflow. 
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Empowers agent multi-tasking:  
While voice interactions can be valuable from an engagement standpoint, they suffer from a fatal flaw: 
agents cannot successfully multi-task. They can only speak to one customer at a time. 

Messaging is not limited by that constraint. An agent can handle numerous messaging interactions at 
one time without sacrificing the quality of the experience for the customer. 

And even if an individual agent is dragged into a constraining situation, the text-based messaging  
environment allows fellow agents to seamlessly step up to the plate. With all the relevant data in front 
of them, they can pickup where the other agent left off – without overtly subjecting customers to the 
harm of a “transfer.”  To amplify this capability, leading messaging providers offer routing, transfer and 
collaboration capabilities across all channels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Higher conversion rates:  
Messaging is not simply helpful in reducing costs. It can also increase revenue. 

For starters, “calls-to-action” resonate better in a messaging environment. Recognizing messaging as a 
convenient, comfortable, preferable mode of communication, customers are more likely to notice – and 
seriously consider – offers within a messaging engagement. Quiq research reveals that offers convert 
at a higher rate in messaging than they do in live chat. The conversion rate in messaging is twice that of 
email. 

Offering support via messaging also adds value to a company’s product. Today’s customers consider 
the support experience when making purchasing decisions. Since they appreciate the ease and  
familiarity of messaging, they will ascribe value to brands that accommodate that form of engagement. 
Messaging, indeed, can be the factor that differentiates a brand from its competitor – and thus “moves 
the needle” in the eyes of the customer. 

“Agents handle multiple conversations at once and do so more effectively than any 
other channel,” says Myer. “In fact, agents are not only incredibly effective handling 
messaging conversations, they are highly efficient as well, especially compared to 
traditional channels. We have clients that are seeing between 25-40% reductions in 
work time via messaging as compared to the phone and email.” 
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AVOIDING MISTAKES, MAXIMIZING THE VALUE, PREPARING FOR 
THE FUTURE 
With the simultaneous promise of customer centricity and business appeal, messaging represents an 
incredibly enticing option for engagement. 

An organization cannot, however, realize that potential simply by embracing the concept. It needs to 
develop a robust action plan for incorporating messaging into its customer engagement mix. 

The organization must determine how to build messaging into its customer experience journey. It must 
consider how to construct a contact center environment (and overall enterprise) that supports  
messaging. It must identify – and avoid – common pitfalls that jeopardize messaging strategies. 

Most importantly, it must develop a messaging framework that can scale and evolve as market share 
grows and customer demands change. 

 

Two-Way – The Only Way:  
Customer-centric organizations leverage messaging for proactive, outbound communication. 

They do not, however, only use it for that purpose. 

Customers view messaging as a conversational channel, and the best businesses know to comply. 
They understand that customers may want to respond to their notifications and outbound messages. 
They prepare accordingly. 

They also know that customers, given their comfort with texting and social media, may wish to carry out 
complete support interactions. They prepare accordingly. 

Messaging is not a marketing tool; it is an engagement channel. Businesses, as a result, must have 
messaging platforms that allow agents to easily engage in two-way discussions with customers. They 
must also ensure agents are fully fluent in text-based communication and thus fully capable of  
participating in two-way messaging interactions. 

 

“There is a great opportunity for messaging to not only be proactive (send coupons, 
alerts, notifications), but to help facilitate a two-way conversation,” says Myer. “As a 
customer, if you receive a delivery notification, you could simply reply and ask to 
have it delivered at a specific time or at the neighbor’s.  

“What about a retail bank promoting a home loan refinancing program? What if a 
customer receives the alert and can just reply back to take advantage of the offer?!” 
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Myer’s latter example is particularly intriguing, as it illustrates how interactive messaging can increase 
sales. 

Two-way messaging, indeed, does not merely present the burden of another platform in which to offer 
customer support. It also offers the opportunity to turn correspondence into revenue. 

It is a legitimately business-centric approach. 

 

Route Customers – To Resolution:   
Two-way communication can come in many different forms. Only one such form, however, allows  
organizations to truly satisfy customers using messaging. 

To truly realize the benefits, organizations must approach messaging as a full-service form of  
engagement. They cannot use it solely for the purpose of qualifying customers before routing them to 
a more “conventional” environment like voice telephony or web chat. 

Today’s customers expect to receive the type of engagement they want when and how they want it. At 
times (if not at most times), the preferred venue will be a messaging environment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If an organization is inherently unable to meet this demand, it obviously has no chance of truly  
satisfying the customer. It has no chance of delivering the frictionless, personalized, fast experience 
many customers are seeking. 

It will instead be ignoring customer preference, while asking them to exert undue effort and endure 
unwanted waiting. 

 

Know Your Limits – And Prepare For Escalation:  
Messaging must be positioned as a full-service engagement option rather than a “waiting room” before 
a live agent becomes available. 

It will not, however, be the optimal channel for all interactions. Some issues are too difficult to explain in 
a text-based environment. Other issues are too private to be handled in an open, fundamentally inse-
cure channel. 
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In such cases, routing customers elsewhere is the customer-centric (and correct) approach. 

Mindful of that reality, the best businesses are building proper escalation strategies into their  
messaging platforms. They are ensuring data flows seamlessly from the messaging environment to the 
new channel in which the customer moves. They are building “one-click” tools (secure web links for 
sharing private data, call buttons that instantly connect customers with live agents) that can foster easy 
escalation. They are training agents to properly recognize, assist and connect with customers at all 
touch points.  

They understand that messaging, for all its power and benefit, is ultimately just one component of the 
overall customer experience journey. 

 

Build Messaging Into The Contact Center:  
After an organization embraces two-way messaging, recognizes messaging as a “full-service” form of 
engagement and understands the need for a strong escalation protocol, it needs to develop a  
framework for supporting that vision. 

Ideally, it will make messaging a legitimate component of the contact center environment. 

“Integration” is the central theme of this directive. 

Messaging should be integrated into the routing system to ensure it can help mitigate existing “call  
volume.” It should be connected to the omnichannel CRM system to ensure it can report – and collect 
– relevant data about each customer. It should be built into the agent desktop to empower agents to 
understand – and respond – to customers as they move about the journey. It should be aligned with 
the workforce management system to ensure leaders have insight into resource planning and  
performance challenges. It should be highlighted during training to ensure employees learn how to 
properly message customers. 

Messaging is not merely an “add-on” for the contact center environment. It is not merely an outbound 
marketing tool. It is a fundamental contact center function, and organizations must build their centers to 
accommodate that reality. 

“The last thing contact centers want is another interface for agents to learn or 
bounce between,” stresses Myer regarding the need for integration. “It is important 
a messaging solution natively integrate with CRM systems and still provide a single 
interface for both messaging and chat within that interface.” 

“As with every new customer engagement channel that gets added, understanding 
the staffing and workforce impacts is important to contact center organizations,” 
adds Myer regarding the staffing ramifications. “Determining if there will be a  
decrease in one channel to offset an increase in messaging is often an open  
question.” 
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Bridge To Artificial Intelligence:  
CCW Digital research reveals that many organizations (over 60%) are interested in using artificial  
intelligence (such as chatbots) to automate and/or augment interactions. 

A decidedly smaller amount of organizations have precisely devised, implemented and perfected an AI 
strategy. 

Most organizations are still fleshing out the concept. Where do bots fit into the customer experience 
journey? What kinds of issues should they handle? To what extent should they “converse” with  
customers? Who is responsible for maintaining and “teaching” these bots? How can these bots be  
integrated with the overall customer contact function? 

Messaging is incredibly helpful for organizations that are still attempting to answer these questions. 

For starters, messaging already offers many of the theoretical benefits of bots. It allows organizations to 
more efficiently interact with customers in more convenient channels. It enables organizations to use 
automated, pre-populated language to resolve customer inquiries. It creates text-based “records” of 
conversations that can be transferred to and understood by agents and systems in all channels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It, moreover, helps organizations more intelligently and productively construct the “bot” portion of their 
journeys. 

Messaging, after all, represents one of the most common applications for bots. By understanding when, 
why and how customers message, organizations will learn the optimal way to deploy bots within their 
organizations. Organizations will also gain insight into the types of issues best-suited for text-based 
interactions as well as the specific communication language that is most effective when addressing 
those issues. 

Currently in the early stages of AI adoption, Muniz hopes her bots will excel at “learning the information 
that customers are asking for” and be able to “suggest the right responses.” Messaging is a great way 
to make that ambition come to fruition. 

Introducing messaging further helps by conditioning customers to interact within mobile, text-based 
environments (which will make bots seem more natural in the future). It additionally prompts businesses 
to start thinking about how to prepare people, processes and technology for escalations between bots 
and agent-assisted channels. 
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Rethinking Metrics:  
This may be the age of omnichannel engagement, but organizations understand that channels are not 
identical. More importantly, they know that different channels have unique expectations of service and 
standards for performance. 

80% of organizations have – or will have – unique KPIs for each channel. Selecting those unique KPIs 
can, however, be quite challenging. 

And while factors like CSAT and customer sentiment may apply universally, it is still important to  
determine how individual channel experiences affect those core metrics. 

 

 

 

 

Due to the asynchronous nature of the engagement, establishing messaging metrics may seem like an 
unintuitive endeavor for many organizations. 

In a conversation with CCW Digital, Muniz specifically identified difficulty tracking service levels as a 
challenge for engagement via Facebook Messenger and other social and text-based channels.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Since customers and agents are not required to communicate in real-time, simple transactions may 
take hours, if not days, to reach their completion. In a traditional average handle time sense, such 
lengths would seem abysmal. 

“Machine learning and bots are a process,” explains Myer. “Messaging is step  
one - what are the common questions and answers and use cases? Automate some 
of those and test it out internally, with agents. Fine tune and when [your  
communication is] 90-100% accurate, then you can let it loose on customers.” 

You need to discuss the experiences or opportunities for improvement across each 
channel,” advised Jay Autrey of MONI during an online Q&A at CCW Winter Online. “ 
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From an effort standpoint, however, customers and agents may only be devoting seconds or minutes of 
their days to the interaction. KPIs should take that reality into account. 

Messaging experts, accordingly,  advocate for the introduction of a metric that measures actual  
worktime.  This metric will reveal the true — and often comparatively low — amount of effort, time and 
resources devoted to asynchronous interactions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ENGAGEMENT MADE BETTER 
 

 

 
 
 
Messaging is not a theoretical, aspirational concept. It is a readily available, vividly familiar, stunningly 
simple platform that can elevate almost all forms of customer engagement. Whether as a hub for 
providing automated responses to transactional questions, as an appealing asynchronous option for 
managing complex customer service inquiries or as a mechanism for proactive outreach, sales and 
marketing initiatives, messaging allows businesses to deliver customers the precise experience they 
want – when they want it. 

Best of all, it makes things easier for them and more effective for the business. 

Given that it is an evolving concept that does present real questions and challenges, it may not quite 
be the instant solution to every contact center problem. 

There are absolutely no questions, however, about its fitness for today’s era of customer centricity – 
one in which the ability to deliver the “on-demand” experience distinguishes brands that connect with  
customers from those who merely sell to them.  

“It is difficult to identify a use case where messaging may not be the best fit,”  
trumpets Myer. “Given it is often more convenient than calling, with shorter hold 
times, most every use case can be addressed with messaging.” 
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Brian Cantor authors the special reports series. In his role, Brian leads all customer  
experience, contact center, technology and employee engagement research  
initiatives. 

Brian additionally serves as managing editor and director for CCW Digital, which is the  
largest web publication and community for customer experience professionals.  
CCW Digital’s articles, commentaries, infographics, executive interviews, webinars and 
online events reach a community of over 140,000. 

A passionate advocate for customer centricity, Brian regularly speaks on major CX  
conference agendas. He also advises organizations on customer experience and business 
development strategies. 
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2018 Special Reports Calendar 
Publish Date Report Topic Sponsorship Deadline 

Jan. 2 2018 Predictions Dec. 15, 2017 

Jan. 16 Retail CX Dec. 20, 2017 

Feb. 1 Omnichannel Jan. 18, 2018 

Feb. 15 Messaging Feb. 1, 2018 

Mar. 1 CX Automation Feb. 15, 2018 

Mar. 15 Customer Intent Mar. 1, 2018 

Apr. 2 Brand Reputation Mar. 16, 2018 

Apr. 16 Outsourcing Mar. 30, 2018 

May 1 Luxury Apr. 13, 2018 

May 15 Agent Performance Apr. 27, 2018 

Jun. 1 Customer Journeys May 18, 2018 

Jun. 15 Self-Service Jun. 1, 2018 

Jul. 1 FP3 Experience Jun. 15, 2018 

Jul. 15 Outbound & Proactive Engagement Jul. 2, 2018 

Special Reports Calendar is subject to change.  
Updated as of 2/15/18 

DEADLINE PASSED 

DEADLINE PASSED 

DEADLINE PASSED 

DEADLINE PASSED 

DEADLINE PASSED 
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2018 Special Reports Calendar 
Publish Date Report Topic Sponsorship Deadline 

Aug. 1 Actionable Analytics Jul. 19, 2018 

Aug. 15 Customer Complaints Aug. 1, 2018 

Sep. 4 Chatbots Aug. 21, 2018 

Sep. 17 eCommerce & the Digital CX Sep. 3, 2018 

Oct. 1 Learning & Development Sep. 18, 2018 

Oct. 15 Remote Agents Oct. 2, 2018 

Nov. 1 Future Workspaces Oct. 18, 2018 

Nov. 15 Knowledge Management Nov. 2, 2018 

Dec. 3 Live Chat Nov. 16, 2018 

Dec. 17 CX Automation Pt. 2 Dec. 3, 2018 

SPONSORING A SPECIAL REPORT: 
LEAD SPONSOR  
(LIMITED TO 1) 
A senior executive from your company will be interviewed by one of our CCW Digital Analysts. These 
thoughts and comments will be incorporated throughout the report. Your executive’s analysis will be  
inserted into the final copy. Your company logo will be on the front page of the report. 

BRANDING SPONSOR 
(LIMITED TO 2) 
Your company logo will be on the front page of the report.  

INTERESTED IN SPONSORING? CONTACT US AT INFO@CCWDIGITAL.COM  

Special Reports Calendar is subject to change.  
Updated as of 2/15/18 
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UPCOMING EVENTS 

CX Travel & Hospitality 
February 24-March 1, 2018 
Le Meridien by the Galleria, Dallas, TX 
www.cxtravel.iqpc.com 

CCW Las Vegas 
June 18-22, 2018  
The Mirage, Las Vegas, NV 
www.customercontactweek.com  

Patient Experience Exchange 
March 25-27, 2018 
Hotel Colonnade, Coral Gables, FL  
www.patientexperienceexchange.iqpc.com 

Design Thinking  
April 23-25, 2018  
Austin Marriott South, Austin, TX  
www.designthinkingusa.iqpc.com 

CCW Executive Exchange 
April 15-17, 2018 
The Wigwam, Litchfield Park, AZ  
www.ccwexchangeusa.iqpc.com 

Chief Customer Officer Exchange 
May 6-8, 2018 
San Diego, CA 
www.chiefcustomerofficerexchange.iqpc.com 
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Senior Analyst, 
CCW Series 

Amber Morgan 

Senior Analyst,  
CX Series 

Nadia Chaity 

Senior Analyst, Customer 
Delivery & CCO Series 

GET INVOLVED 

Tyler Hansmire 

Business Development Lead 

E: Tyler.Hansmire@customermanagementpractice.com 

Simon Copcutt 

Head of Strategic Accounts 

E: Simon.Copcutt@customermanagementpractice.com 


